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and style: life as literature revisited - project muse - self and style: life as literature revisited christopher
janaway abstract: this article reappraises some aspects of alexander nehamas’s nietzsche: life as literature. it
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explain and examine nietzsche’s philosophy by focusing on a number of key interpretive issues. through
reading a combination of nietzsche’s own work and material from the secondary literature, we will be
considering how a number of his seminal ideas should be understood, including the death of god, nihilism,
perspectivism, the eternal ... nietzsche on human greatness - centaurading - approached in the
secondary literature, i shall argue that the concept involves a synthesis of (at least some of) the technical
terms mentioned above, and that therefore it is possible that one may qualify as, for example, noble, but not
great. alexander nehamas has argued that nietzsche ‘‘refuses to offer any descriptions of what an ideal person
or an ideal life would be like.’’ 4 ... good nietzsche, bad nietzsche: the role of friedrich ... - good
nietzsche, bad nietzsche: the role of friedrich nietzsche in richard rorty’s political thought. paul a. snell jr.
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